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“Amazon is powerful and influential. But it’s also rather
universally respected and trusted, and there can be a big
difference between having power and garnering respect. As
a leader, Amazon comes under scrutiny often, but overall,
consumers are supportive, trusting, and even grateful,
seeing it as an essential part of their lives.”
– Diana Smith, Associate Director – Retail &
Apparel
This report looks at the following areas:
This has been especially true as a result of COVID-19, as consumers turn to Amazon for many of their
shopping needs. At first, the pandemic even threw Amazon off its game, with demand so high the
company couldn’t keep up. As consumers’ shopping behaviors and needs continue to evolve, they will
continue to rely on Amazon to fulfill their needs. As it works to resolve the initial issues and improve its
services, Amazon is poised for strong growth moving forward.
•
•
•
•

The impact of COVID-19 on consumer behavior and the retail market
How Amazon will fare in the post-COVID-19 slowdown
Amazon’s effect on consumer shopping behavior and other retailers’ business practices
and offerings
Amazon’s key initiatives and areas of focus moving forward

The Amazon Effect refers to how consumers have changed shopping behaviors because of something
the company has done or offered, and how its disruptive actions have forced its rivals to think
differently and be more strategic in order to survive. The recent COVID-19 outbreak has had a major
impact on the entire retail industry, and not even the world’s largest online retailer is immune to it.
With many consumers turning to shopping online, Amazon is playing a major role during the pandemic,
quickly working to address new issues and adjust its approach moving forward.
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Brick and mortar expansion
Figure 33: Amazon 4-Star store, November 2018
Advertising

The Amazon Shopper – What You Need to Know
Calling all low-income families
Amazon is the dependable friend, not the mushy friend
Amazon shoppers are the real influencers
Brands should use Amazon to help them grow, not rely on it for growth
Brick and mortar expansion next up for Amazon in grocery
Amazon effect extends to luxury fashion
Big and powerful, yes, but still a fan favorite
Amazon can be doing more with its power and influence
Third-party sellers threaten Amazon’s reputation
Healthcare likely the next industry to be disrupted
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Perceptions of Amazon versus Competitors
Amazon isn’t seen as going much “beyond the transaction”
Figure 41: Company Attributes, January 2020
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Figure 42: Attributes, by Prime membership, January 2020
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No category immune to the Amazon effect
Figure 43: Role of Amazon when shopping by category, January 2020
Amazon preferred
Figure 44: Amazon’s place in path to purchase, January 2020
Amazon’s advice is helpful, but other shoppers’ word is gospel
Figure 45: Purchase influencers, January 2020
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How much do consumers pay attention to Amazon’s recommendations?
What do consumers really think about Amazon’s user reviews?
Spotlight on Prime shoppers
More purchases, more loyalty…with exceptions
Figure 46: Shopping behaviors among Prime members, January 2020

Amazon Influence on Brands
No big deal if consumers can’t find their favorite brands on Amazon
Do consumers form brand impressions based on whether or not brands sell on Amazon?
Do consumers trust unfamiliar brands more if they see them on Amazon?

The Effect on Grocery
Overview
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Figure 47: Grocery retailers shopped, by generation, January 2020
Whole Foods purchase has had no significant impact on shopping behavior yet
Figure 48: Impact of Amazon’s purchase of Whole Foods, by generation, January 2020
Why aren’t consumers shopping more at Whole Foods?
Amazon’s future in grocery
Walmart shoppers willing to switch to Amazon for the right price
Figure 49: Willingness to switch from Walmart to Amazon for groceries, by generation, January 2020
Amazon will have its own physical grocery store
Figure 50: Interest in branded Amazon grocery store, by generation – part one, January 2020
Figure 51: Interest in branded Amazon grocery store, by generation – part two, January 2020
What do consumers say is important besides price?
What’s the biggest reason some consumers don’t want to shop at Amazon’s new grocery store?
Grocery option with cashierless technology an option too
Figure 52: Amazon Go Grocery, February 2020

The Effect on Apparel
Growing into its place in apparel
Figure 53: Apparel purchase incidence, by key demographics, January 2020
Figure 54: Orolay coat sold on Amazon, November 2019
How it made headway
Figure 55: Awareness and usage of Prime wardrobe, by gender and age, January 2020
Figure 56: Amazon Prime Wardrobe Facebook post, August 2019
Consumers like the improvements
Figure 57: Attitudes toward Amazon’s fashion assortment, by gender and age, January 2020
Luxury is next
Figure 58: Example of winning look from Amazon’s “Making the Cut” fashion show, April 2020

Attitudes toward Amazon
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Power + influence = the “effect” in action
Figure 59: Positive attitudes regarding Amazon’s influence, January 2020
Figure 60: Positive attitudes regarding Amazon’s influence, by Prime membership, January 2020
Figure 61: Positive attitudes regarding Amazon’s influence, by generation, January 2020
Naysayers could lead Amazon backlash efforts in the future
Figure 62: Negative attitudes regarding Amazon, January 2020
Figure 63: Negative attitudes regarding Amazon, by Prime membership, January 2020
Figure 64: Negative attitudes regarding Amazon, by generation, January 2020
Figure 65: Percentage who are actively trying to shop less at Amazon, by weekly shopping frequency, by key demographics, January
2020
What do consumers have to say about Amazon’s power and influence?
The good
The bad
The ugly
CSR efforts can help to mitigate future attrition
Figure 66: Attitudes regarding Amazon’s corporate social responsibility efforts, January 2020
Figure 67: Attitudes regarding Amazon’s corporate social responsibility efforts, by generation, January 2020

Trust in Amazon
Trust earned by walking the talk
Figure 68: Associations with trustworthiness, by select retailers, January 2020
Why do consumers trust Amazon?
Why don’t consumers trust Amazon?
Trust has limits
Third-party vendors are a rose and a thorn

What’s Next?
Amazon’s been quiet on the acquisition front…it is time for another big purchase?
Healthcare likely up next to experience the full “Amazon effect”
Paying with and without hands
Consumer predictions

Appendix – Data Sources and Abbreviations
Data sources
Sales data
Consumer survey data
Consumer qualitative research
Key driver analysis methodology
Abbreviations and terms
Abbreviations
Terms

Appendix – The Market
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Figure 69: Amazon's US net sales, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2014-19
Figure 70: Amazon's global net sales, by country, at current prices, 2014-19

Appendix – The Consumer
Key driver analysis
Interpretation of results
Figure 71: Level of satisfaction with overall online shopping experience – key driver output, January 2020
Additional qualitative responses
Amazon Prime Membership
Cashierless technology
User reviews
Amazon influence on brands
Interest in Amazon’s own grocery store
Trust in Amazon
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